Best-Rite 18" x 24" Natural
Add-Cork Bulletin Board w/
Aluminum Frame

Product Spec Sheet

Natural Add-Cork Tackboard
with Aluminum Trim

Aluminum trim
with hairline
mitered corners

k
Durable natural cor
eight
surface with lightw
!
tackable substrate

Add-Cork surface
features natural
cork over a durable
substrate

Natural Add-Cork Tackboard - Aluminum Trim

Natural Add-Cork
Technical Information

▪▪ Natural Add-Cork surface gives you a traditional tackboard with excellent resiliency and tackability.

▪▪ Natural Add-Cork surface offers excellent
resiliency and tack holding properties.

▪▪ Recyclable .13" cork surface is bonded to a durable and rigid .38" substrate for good tack-holding
ability. Cork is durable and self-healing.

▪▪ The cork layer consists of finely grained
composition cork produced with .5mm
granulated cork and a polyurethane binder.

▪▪ Anodized aluminum trim has a .88" profile with hairline mitered corners. Black aluminum trim
available at an upcharge.
▪▪ TAA compliant. Manufactured in the US of foreign and domestic materials. Ten year limited warranty.
Has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.
Part No.

Product Dimensions

▪▪ The .13" thick 100% natural cork layer is
permanently bonded to a .38" thick layer of
rigid and durable substrate.
▪▪ Boards are factory framed. Custom sizes are
available

Ship Wt.

Natural Add-Cork Tackboard - Aluminum Trim
302AA*

1.5'H x 2'W

302AB*

2'H x 3'W

12 lbs

6 lbs

302AC**

3'H x 4'W

20 lbs

302AD

4'H x 4'W

39 lbs

302AF

4'H x 5'W

46 lbs

302AG

4'H x 6'W

49 lbs

302AH

4'H x 8'W

64 lbs

302AK

4'H x 10'W

71 lbs

302AM

4'H x 12'W

104 lbs

*Ships UPS **Ships UPS OS1
Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered. All boards listed as 3'H x 4'W actually measure 33.75"H x
48"W due to shipping restrictions.
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